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A catalytic coating composed of a mixture of RuO2 and Pt
nanocrystals was prepared by a thermal procedure on a titanium
substrate and used for the electrochemical oxidation of methanol.
The adsorption of the intermediate CO, formed by methanol
oxidation on Pt nanocrystals, depended on potential and the
coating composition. An increase in the RuO2 content decreased
the rate of methanol dehydrogenation and increased the rate of
oxidation of the strongly bound intermediate COad. This caused a
decrease in the maximum coverage of Pt nanocrystals with COad
and a shift of the rapid linear drop in COad coverage to more
negative potentials.

INTRODUCTION*
The application of H2 in fuel cells is difficult
due to many obstacles such as high costs of
miniaturized hydrogen containers, potential
dangers during the use of hydrogen and possible
hazards during its transport. Moreover, hydrogen
has a low gas-phase energy density.1 Therefore, the
possible use of methanol in fuel cells has lately
been the subject of many research groups.
Methanol fuel cells are attractive alternatives for
small portable applications.2 Liquid methanol has
high energy density. However, the electrochemical
oxidation of methanol is slow and followed by the
formation of intermediates such as COad, COHad
and HCOO.3–8 These species will strongly adsorb
on the surface of the most effective catalyst, i.e. Pt,
thus blocking the surface for the oxidation of
*
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subsequent methanol molecules3–6. Therefore,
platinum-based electrocatalysts, such as PtSn,7
PtTi,8,9 PtMn,10,11 PtCo,12–14 PtFe,15,16 PtBi,17,18
PtPb,17,19 Pt3Ni,11,20 PtZn,21–24 PtCu,25–28 PtCuCo29
and PtRu2–6,29–44 are of great interest for fuel cell
applications. Research groups have mostly focused
on determining the effect of the content and
morphology of nanoparticles on their catalytic
activity towards the oxidation of methanol and
other simple organic molecules. Also, it has been
shown that the size of nanocrystals influenced the
electronic structure and catalytic activity towards
the electrooxidation of methanol29, 45, 46.
In the past two decades, researchers have found
that Pt, Ru catalysts showed the best catalytic
properties in fuel cell applications.3-6,29–44 The
catalytic effect of Pt, Ru alloys was attributed to
the bifunctional mechanism and the electronic
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analysis was used to determine the microstructural
properties of the coatings. It was found that the
coatings were composed of RuO2 nanocrystals of
rutile structure and nanocrystals of the FCC phase
of metallic Pt.47–51 The mean size of nanocrystals
depended on the alloy composition. With
increasing RuO2 content in the alloy, the mean
particle size of RuO2 increased, whereas that of
metallic Pt decreased47 (Table 1).
The lattice of these thermally prepared
nanocrystals of rutile RuO2 and metallic Pt was
slightly disordered in comparison to that of pure
rutile RuO2 and metallic platinum. This was a
consequence of inclusion of small quantities of
residual chlorine. Residual chlorine increased
internal microstrains, causing a high density of
chaotically distributed dislocations.52–57
Surface properties of the coatings were determined
by analyzing the cyclic voltammograms recorded
in the primary electrolyte.
The cyclic voltammograms of the thermally
synthesized Pt coating and the pure Pt
polycrystalline electrode were similar (Figure 1).
The potentials of the maximum of hydrogen
adsorption and desorption, the potentials of the
reduction maximum and the beginning of Pt oxide
formation at the electrode with more than 60 mol%
Pt were comparable to those at polycrystalline Pt
(see arrows in Figure 1). This indicated that the
surface structure of the thermally formed Pt
nanocrystals with the mean size of crystalline
particles larger than 4 nm did not differ from that
of polycrystalline Pt.47 The current formed in a
redox process on Ru atoms of the coating with less
than 40 mol% Pt was relatively large. Therefore, it
was impossible to distinguish it from the current
assigned to Pt nanocrystals.

effect. Catalysis was mostly caused by the bifunctional mechanism, where Ru atoms were able to
form oxy species at substantially more negative
potentials than Pt. These oxy species oxidized
COad intermediates, which were strongly adsorbed
on adjacent Pt atoms, and thus discharged those Pt
atoms for the adsorption and dehydrogenation of
subsequent methanol molecules.3–6,29–44 The
electronic effect was the result of the d-band center
shift of Pt in the Pt/Ru alloys, away from the Fermi
level.30, 34–37, 39 This caused weaker adsorption of
the poisoning COad species and therefore reduced
the poisoning effect. Weakly bound intermediates
were more rapidly oxidized by oxy species,
plausibly OHad, which were adsorbed at adjacent Pt
or Ru atoms.30, 34–37, 39
The aim of this research was to investigate the
effect of potential and the composition of a mixture
of RuO2 and metallic Pt nanocrystals on the
adsorption of intermediates, strongly bound to Pt
nanocrystals, during the electrooxidation of
methanol. Knowledge of the nature of this effect
allows for the determination of parameters for the
preparation of the alloy having an optimal
composition and structure which provides maximum catalytic activity for methanol electrooxidation.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Coatings composed of various amounts of
nanocrystals of RuO2 and metallic Pt were
synthetized by a thermal procedure on a properly
prepared titanium substrate. Six different coatings
were made: 1) 100 mol% Pt, 2) 80 mol% Pt,
20 mol% RuO2, 3) 60 mol% Pt, 40 mol% RuO2,
4) 40 mol% Pt, 60 mol% RuO2, 5) 20 mol% Pt, 80
mol% RuO2, and 6) 100 mol% RuO2. XRD
Table 1

Mean particle size of RuO2 and metallic Pt as a function of coating composition
Coating
composition
Particle
Mean particle
size (nm)
Coating
composition
Particle
Mean particle
size (nm)

100 mol% Pt

80 mol% Pt, 20 mol% RuO2

60 mol% Pt, 40 mol% RuO2

Pt

Pt

RuO2

Pt

RuO2

22±1.5

9±1.0

16±1.5

4±0.8

19±1.5

40 mol% Pt,
60 mol% RuO2
Pt
RuO2
<3

27±1.6

20 mol% Pt, 80mol% RuO2

100 mol% RuO2

Pt

RuO2

RuO2

<3

35±1.8

42±1.8

Methanol oxidation
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Reactions (1)–(3) formed the main reaction
pathway of methanol oxidation. Besides this main
pathway, side reactions also occurred:60–64

Fig. 1 – The cyclic voltammograms of the coatings:
() 100 mol% Pt; (---) 80 mol% Pt, 20 mol% RuO2; (•−•)
60 mol% Pt, 40 mol% RuO2; (••••) 100 mol% RuO2; (−•••)
polycrystalline Pt; (••−) polycrystalline Ru. Sweep rate
100 mVs-1 (0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4, t = 25°C).

The cyclic voltammograms of the coatings
composed of either metallic Ru or RuO2 showed
that binding energies of oxy species to Ru atoms
were different for these two electrodes. When
metallic Ru was used, during the potential shift to
the cathodic side, the oxy species were reduced
until 0.2 V (Figure 1, point B). After reduction of
the oxy species, the adsorption of hydrogen
occurred. During the potential shift to the anodic
side, hydrogen was desorbed until 0.2 V (Figure 1,
point A). Subsequently, the oxy species were
formed at more positive potentials (Figure 1). The
same results were obtained by reflectance
spectroscopy and ellipsometry.58,59 However, the
oxy species existed on Ru atoms of the RuO2
coating at potentials more negative than 0.2 V.58,59
The potential of oxy species formation on the
RuO2 coating could not be determined from the
cyclic voltammograms due to the overlapping
currents of hydrogen desorption and oxy species
formation.
Methanol electrooxidation occurred as a
multistage process. First, CH3OH was gradually
dehydrogenated on Pt atoms. This was followed by
the formation of the strongly adsorbed intermediate
COad:60–64
CH3OH + Pt → Pt-COad + 4H+ + 4e-

(1)

Then, the strongly bound intermediates were
oxidized by the oxy species, plausibly OHad,
formed on Pt or Ru atoms:2-6,29-44,60-64
Pt-COad + Pt-OH → 2Pt + CO2 + H+ + e- (2)
Pt-COad + Ru-OH → Pt + Ru + CO2 + H+ + e- (3)

Pt-CH2OHad + OHad → CH2(OH)2 + Pt

(4)

Pt-CHOad + OHad → HCOOH + Pt

(5)

The products, CH2(OH)2 and HCOOH, were
transported into a solution or oxidized at the
electrode. However, the rates of reactions (4) and
(5), and electrooxidation of CH2(OH)2 and
HCOOH were negligible when compared to the
rate of the main reaction pathway.
The degree of equilibrium coverage of Pt with
the strongly adsorbed intermediates, COad, at the
specific methanol concentration and solution
temperature, depended on both the free energy of
intermediate COad adsorption, ∆G(COad), and the
ratio of the rate of methanol dehydrogenation, νd,
to the rate of intermediate COad oxidation, νox.
Alloying Pt with Ru caused a decrease in
∆G(COad) and therefore in the degree of
equilibrium coverage of Pt with the intermediates,
COad.7, 8, 30, 34–37, 39 When ∆G(COad) was substantially
less than zero and the ratio νdθ/νoxθ considerably
greater than 1, a large coverage degree of Pt was
achieved θ(COad). When the rate of oxidation was
essentially greater than the rate of dehydrogenation, the coverage degree, θ(COad), was almost
zero. Rates of methanol dehydrogenation and COad
oxidation depended on both potential and the
composition of the alloy consisting of Pt and RuO2
nanocrystals. With increasing potential, the ratio
νdθ/νoxθ changed due to different dependences of
νdθ and νoxθ rates on potential. The composition of
the alloy consisting of Pt and RuO2 nanocrystals
had both direct and indirect effects on the rates of
methanol dehydrogenation and COad oxidation.
The direct influence was the result of the
change in the size of the contact edge between
RuO2 and Pt nanocrystals, as well as of the
variation in the number of available Pt atoms for
methanol dehydrogenation. With increasing RuO2
content, the contact edge initially increased and
reached its maximum at the RuO2 content of
around 50 mol%.48 Further increase in the RuO2
content resulted in a decrease in the length of the
contact edge. The increase in the size of the contact
edge raised the number of adjacent pairs of Pt and
Ru, and therefore, the rate of oxidation of the
strongly bound intermediates COad (reaction 3).
However, the increase in the RuO2 content
decreased the number of surface Pt atoms and
therefore the rate of methanol dehydrogenation.
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Fig. 2 – The cyclic voltammograms of the 100 mol% Pt electrode in:(____)- 0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4; (−•−)- 0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4 + 0.05 mol
dm-3 CH3OH; (----)- 0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4 + 0.05 mol dm-3 CH3OH, recorded after holding the electrode for 20 minutes at a potential
of 0.26 V; (••••) and (−••−) recorded after holding the electrode for 20 minutes at a potential of 0.26 V and 0.65 V, respectively,
in the solution 0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4 + 0.05 mol dm-3 CH3OH and after replacement of this solution with the basic electrolyte
0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4. Sweep rate 166 mV s-1, t = 25°C. (For clarity, only part of the curve ( −••− ) is presented.)

The indirect influence of the change in the
RuO2 content was a consequence of variations in
the mean size of nanocrystals of Pt and RuO2. The
decrease in the mean size caused: a) an increase in
the length of contact borders and therefore, in the
rate of oxidation of the intermediates COad, and b)
a decrease in the number of assemblies that
contained a sufficient number of Pt atoms suitable
for complete dehydrogenation of methanol. When
the composition of the coating was consistent and
nanocrystals were larger than 4 nm, the number of
assemblies at the Pt surface decreased linearly and
slowly with decreasing size of nanocrystals.
However, further decrease in the size of
nanocrystals below 4 nm caused a rapid decline in
the number of assemblies and thus in the rate of
methanol dehydrogenation45. Therefore, in this
paper, we investigated the effect of potential and
the composition of the alloy of Pt and RuO2
nanocrystals on the degree of coverage of platinum
with the strongly bound intermediates COad.
The degree of coverage of Pt nanocrystals with
the strongly bound intermediates was determined
in two ways. In the first procedure, known as
,,washing procedure”,49 after holding the electrodes
for 10 s at a potential of 1.5 V, the potential was
rapidly changed to the given value Eh. At this
potential, the adsorption of organic species on Pt

from the solution of specific composition occurred
in time t. Thereafter, the solution with CH3OH was
replaced with the basic electrolyte and the cyclic
voltammogram was recorded.
Two peaks, observed at the voltammograms
(••••) and (−••−), are a consequence of the
oxidation of the adsorbed intermediates strongly
bound to Pt atoms. These particles were not
desorbed during the “washing procedure”. The first
peak (Ep,1) was less pronounced and its maximum
was at approximately 0.55 V, whereas the
maximum of the other, more pronounced peak was
at 0.85 V (Ep,2). The size of the second peak
depended on the adsorption potential and the
coverage degree, whereas the potentials of the
maximum of both peaks were independent of these
parameters. This indicated that two types of
particles were adsorbed on Pt. The coverage degree
of one type of particles was always low, whereas
the coverage degree of the other type of particles
depended on the adsorption potential and the
methanol concentration in the solution64. Figure 2
shows that the peak Ep,2 (0.26V), obtained after
holding the potential at 0.26 V, is substantially
larger than peak Ep,2 (0.65V), recorded when the
potential was held at 0.65 V. Additionally, the
peaks Ep,1(0.26V) and Ep,1(0.65V) are small and
approximately equal in size (see Figure 2). With
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shifting the holding potential to more negative
values, from 0.75 to 0.4 V, the size of the EP,2 peak
increases whereas the size of Ep,1 stays
approximately the same. With this change in the
holding potential, the degree of equilibrium
coverage of Pt with COad increases from 0.1 to 0.8
(Figure 6.). The dehydrogenation of adsorbed
methanol resulted in the formation of –CH2OH
particles, which were bound to one Pt atom.60-64
The particle =CHOH, formed in the second
stage, required two adjacent Pt atoms for its
adsorption.60-64 In the third stage, a H atom, bound
to carbon or oxygen, was detached. The
detachment of hydrogen from carbon resulted in
the formation of
COH particles60-64. The
adsorption of these particles required three
adjacent free Pt atoms. By detaching hydrogen
from oxygen, –CHO particles were formed.60-64
These particles could adsorb on one free Pt atom.
With increasing the coverage degree, the number
of assemblies composed of three Pt atoms rapidly
decreased, whereas the number of free Pt atoms
declined linearly. Thus, the particles COH could
only be formed at low coverage degrees, whereas –
CHO could successfully be established at both low
and high degrees of coverage.
After the potential drop from 1.5 V to E < 0.4 V,
methanol molecules and intermediates were
rapidly adsorbed on an electrode from the
concentrated solutions of methanol. This resulted
in a very small amount of assemblies composed of
three adjacent free atoms. Therefore, in the cyclic
voltammograms recorded in the concentrated
methanol solutions, the first peak was not
observed. In the diluted methanol solution, the
time required for intermediate adsorption was
longer. Therefore, by using these solutions,
≡ COH particles were formed on the surface of Pt.
The number of these particles was low and
increased by diluting the solution, which resulted
in an increase in the size of the first peak.
The appearance of the first peak was the result
of reactions (6) and (7):
Pt-COHad → Pt-COad + H+ + e-

(6)

Pt-COHad + Pt-OH → 2Pt + CO2 + 2H+ + 2e- (7)
The cyclic voltammogram of the Pt electrode in
the solution 0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4 + 0.05 mol dm-3
CH3OH, obtained after holding the potential for
20 minutes at 0.26 V, showed that the current of
methanol oxidation did not exist before the
oxidation of the strongly bound intermediates. This
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indicated that the equilibrium coverage of adsorbed
intermediates was established in 20 minutes.
However, the cyclic voltammograms obtained
without the potential hold showed that, even at
potentials more negative than the potential of the
oxidation of adsorbed intermediates, the current of
methanol oxidation emerged. This indicated that
the equilibrium coverage of the electrode was not
achieved and, adsorption and dehydrogenation of
methanol occurred at those more negative
potentials. In accordance with the first procedure,
the ,,washing procedure”, the degree of coverage,
θ, (θ applies only to the surface Pt atoms) was
determined using the equation: θ=QCO/2SQH,
where QCO and SQH are the oxidation peak charge
of adsorbed COad and the desorption charge of
hydrogen fully adsorbed on all Pt sites in the
methanol – free electrolyte, respectively.
In the second procedure, the degree of coverage
of the electrode with intermediates adsorbed only
from the diluted solutions of methanol was
determined. Adsorption was determined by holding
the electrode for 10 s at a potential of 1.5 V.
Thereafter, the potential was rapidly set to the
given value E. At this potential, the adsorption of
organic particles at Pt nanocrystals from diluted
solutions in the time period t occurred. After the
time period t, a cyclic voltammogram was
recorded. At a relatively high sweep rate (166 mV
s-1) and at low concentrations of the solution
(<0.05 mol dm-3 CH3OH), the coverage degree did
not change substantially, with the potential shift to
the cathodic side from E to 0.0 V and to the anodic
side from 0.0 to 0.4 V. The degree of coverage the
electrode with organic particles was determined
from the decrease in the current of hydrogen
desorption (Figure 3). The calculation was
performed using the equation: θ = (SQH – QH)/SQH,
where QH and SQH are the desorption charge of
hydrogen in the methanol electrolyte and the
desorption charge of hydrogen fully adsorbed on
all Pt sites in the methanol – free electrolyte,
respectively.
The coverage degrees determined after holding
the electrode at potentials E > 0.1 V longer than 20
minutes were similar (±2% difference). Sungho
Park et al.64 have discovered that the second
procedure provided better results. Therefore, only
θ values obtained by this procedure are presented
in this paper. In order to obtain more precise values
of the degree of coverage, the diluted solution of
methanol was used.
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Fig. 3 – The cyclic voltammograms of 100 mol% Pt in 0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4 + 0.05 mol dm-3 CH3OH, recorded after holding at
potential: a) E1 = 0.010 V; b) E2 = 0.255 V; c) E3 = 0.580 V; 1 – basic curve (without CH3OH); 2 – 0.5 min; 3 – 2 min; 4 – 8 min;
5 – 20 min; 6 – 40 min; 7 – 80 min. Sweep rate 166 mVs-1, t=25°C.

The dependence of the degree of coverage, θ, of
the thermally synthesized Pt coatings with
intermediates on potential and time of adsorption is
presented in Figure 4. The rate of adsorption and
thus, the time required to reach equilibrium
(maximum) coverage depended on potential, as
seen in Figure 4. In the double-layer region,
equilibrium coverage was rapidly established (t < 2
min). Adsorption was considerably slower in the
hydrogen region. In the potential region from 0.15
to 0.45 V, equilibrium coverage was established in
approximately 20 minutes. At potentials lower than
0.15 V, with a further decrease in potential, the rate
of adsorption was rapidly decreased. This rapid
decrease was caused by 1) an increase in the
degree of coverage of Pt with adsorbed hydrogen,
θH, 2) an increase in the strength of bond between
hydrogen and platinum, and 3) a decrease in the
rate of charge exchange during methanol
dehydrogenation.
In the potential region from 0.0 V to 0.5 V, the
equilibrium coverage degree was independent of
potential. In this potential region, the rate of
methanol dehydrogenation was considerably
higher than the rate of oxidation of strongly bound
intermediates. At potentials more positive than
0.75 V, the rate of intermediate oxidation was
substantially greater than the rate of methanol
dehydrogenation.
Therefore, Pt surface was
completely free of strongly bound intermediates at
the above mentioned potentials. A linear drop of
the coverage degree started at potentials where the
rate of methanol dehydrogenation was equivalent
to the rate of COad oxidation. Further increase in
potential raised the rate of COad oxidation more

than the rate of CH3OH dehydrogenation, thus
lowering the degree of coverage. This decrease of
the coverage degree simultaneously declined the
rate of oxidation and elevated the rate of
dehydrogenation until these two rates became even
again. This process continued as long as the
adsorbed particles COad were present on the
surface.

Fig. 4 – The degree of coverage of 100 mol% Pt with
intermediates as a function of potential and adsorption time:
U – 2 min;
– 8 min; – 20 min; { – 80 min (equilibrium
coverage). (0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4 + 0.05 mol dm-3 CH3OH;
t = 25°C).

As previously discussed, with increasing
content of RuO2 in the alloy consisting of Pt and
RuO2 nanocrystals, the rate of methanol
dehydrogenation decreased, whereas the rate of
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COad oxidation increased, which resulted in a shift
of the linear drop in the coverage degree to more
negative potentials. This was corroborated by the
experimental results presented in Figures 5 and 6.

Fig. 5 – The first cyclic voltammograms of: (──) 100 mol %
Pt and (- - -) 60 mol% Pt, 40 mol% RuO2 (for clarity, only
part of the curve (- - -) is presented) recorded after holding the
electrodes for 20 minutes at 0.26V, in the solution 0.5 mol dm-3
H2SO4 + 0.05 mol dm-3 CH3OH and after replacement of this
solution with the basic electrolyte 0.5 mol dm-3 H2S04. Sweep
rate 166 mVs-1, t = 25°C.

Fig. 6 – The degree of equilibrium coverage of the coatings
composed of: { – 100 mol% Pt; U – 80 mol% Pt, 20 mol%
RuO2;
– 60 mol% Pt, 40 mol% RuO2 with the intermediate
COad as a function of potential (0.5 mol dm-3 H2SO4 + 0.05 mol
dm-3 CH3OH; t = 25°C) (θ applies only to surface Pt atoms).

Figure 6 shows that the maximum coverage
degree of Pt nanocrystals declined with increasing
RuO2 content. This was a consequence of the
decrease in the ratio of the total number of
assemblies of adjacent free Pt atoms to the total
number of surface Pt atoms (ns/na). With increasing
content of RuO2, the mean size of Pt nanocrystals
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decreased as did the probability of finding two or
more adjacent terrace Pt atoms on smaller
nanoparticles45. When the composition of the alloy
was kept consistent, as the size of Pt nanocrystals
decreased to 4 mm, the number of assemblies of
two or more free terrace Pt atoms decreased slowly
and linearly. However, with a further decrease in
the size of Pt nanocrystals below 4 nm, the number
of assembles as well as the rate rapidly declined.
The obtained results showed that 1) the alloy
composed of Pt and RuO2 nanocrystals catalyzed
the CH3OH oxidation reaction; 2) maximum
catalytic effect was achieved when the mean size
of Pt nanocrystals was around 4 nm; and 3) the
optimal composition of the alloy depended on
potential and, at more positive potentials, the RuO2
content in the optimal alloy was lower.
EXPERIMENTAL
A titanium substrate, in the shape of plates with a surface
area of 3.0 cm2, was activated for the electrochemical
oxidation of methanol by the thermal formation of a film of
RuO2 and metallic Pt. The solutions H2PtCl6 and RuCl3
(Johnson and Matthey) in 2-propanol at a concentration of
10 mg cm-3 based on the pure metals were spread over the
titanium plates. By adjusting the ratio H2PtCl6:RuCl3 in the
solution, the coatings of desired composition were obtained.
Following the evaporation of the solvent, the electrodes were
heated for 5 minutes at 500°C in the air atmosphere. The
procedure was repeated five times until the coating depth of
1.2 mgm-2 based on the pure metals was reached. After
spreading of the last layer, the electrodes were heated for
45 minutes at 500°C.
A Phillips PW1730 diffractometer equipped with a PW
1050 vertical goniometer and a static non-rotating sample
carrier was used for X-ray diffraction analyses. This had a 35
kV, 20 mA power supply for copper excitation, and an AMR
graphite monochromator. Phases were identified by reference
to ASTM tables.
The electrochemical measurements were performed using
the usual electrical set-up consisting of a potentiostat equipped
with a programmer (Potentiostat-Galvanostat model 173, EGG
Princeton, Applied Research, Princeton, USA), an x-y
recorder (Hewlett Packard 7035 B) and a digital voltmeter
(Pros ́Kit 03-9303 C). The experiments were conducted in a
standard electrochemical cell containing a separate
compartment for a saturated mercury sulfate electrode and a
Luggin capillary. The counter electrode was a flat platinum
mesh with a geometric surface area of 16 cm2 (4 x 4 cm)
placed parallel to the working electrode. The cell was placed
in the thermostat. The operating temperature was 25±0.5°C.
The solutions were made from p.a. chemicals (Merc) and
demineralized water. Prior to the electrochemical
measurements, oxygen was removed from the solution by
introducing nitrogen, which was purified beforehand by
passing over molecular sieves and copper shavings. All
potentials were expressed relative to the standard hydrogen
electrode.
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CONCLUSIONS

5.

A catalytic coating was prepared by a thermal
procedure on a titanium substrate and used in the
electrooxidation of methanol. This coating was an
alloy composed of RuO2 nanocrystals of rutile
structure and metallic platinum. It was found that,
during methanol oxidation, the adsorption of
intermediates, mostly COad, depended on potential
and the coating composition. The maximum
coverage of Pt nanocrystals did not change
substantially up to the potential at which intensive
oxidation of COad with oxy species formed at
adjacent Pt and Ru atoms was initiated. Further
increase of potential resulted in a linear decrease of
the coverage degree to a negligibly small value.
RuO2 could directly and indirectly influence the
coverage degree. The direct effect of the increase
in the RuO2 content was evidenced by an increase
in the length of contact edges between nanocrystals
of RuO2 and Pt, and thus, in the number of
adjacent Pt and Ru atoms. This caused an increase
in the rate of oxidation of the COad particles,
adsorbed on Pt atoms, with the OHad particles,
bound to adjacent Ru atoms. Simultaneously, with
increasing RuO2 content, the number of assemblies
of adjacent Pt atoms required for methanol
dehydrogenation decreased. The indirect effect of
the increase in the RuO2 content is a consequence
of decline in the mean size of nanocrystals. This
caused an increase in the size of contact edges and
thus, in the rate of COad oxidation, as well as a
decrease in the number of assemblies of adjacent
Pt atoms, and therefore in the rate of
dehydrogenation. The direct and indirect effects
related to the increase in the RuO2 content resulted
in a decrease in the equilibrium coverage and a
shift of the linear drop in the coverage degree to
more negative potentials.

6.
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